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"A PERSON IS A PERSON, NO MATTER HOW SMALL" 

 

Dear Parents and Grandparents 

Hope you all had a lovely week! 

In this week's parsha of Vayishlach, we taught the children that Ya’acov gives Esav lots of presents to try 

and make peace and to prevent a fight.  He has not seen his brother Esav for a very long time. He sends 

him goats, rams, camels, cows and donkeys! Imagine wrapping up a camel! Esav still heads towards 

Ya’acov with an army of four hundred men! Ya’acov is worried so he prepares for a very big fight and 

davens to Hashem.  That night Ya’acov helps his family cross the river to escape from Esav.  There Ya’acov 

meets a man who is an angel (malach).  Ya’acov and the angel fight all night long.  The angel is able to 

hurt Ya’acov's hip but Ya’acov wins the battle, and the angel gives him a brochoh and gives him a new 

name, Yisroel (Israel), declaring that Ya’acov fought with an angel (Malach) and won.  Hashem then teaches 

both the Malach and Ya’acov a lesson that Hashem will always protect Ya’acov against his enemies. 

Monday: First of all we have a birthday to celebrate at nursery! What a great way to start our week! HAPPY 

2ND BIRTHDAY TO OUR LAYLA! Cakes, candles, presents and more. Birthday number 2 has so much in  

                               

store! Thank you for bringing in yummy cake sweetie to share with your friends! Sending you lots of 

cuddles your way on your special day! Love from all your teachers and friends at TLC Nishmas! X 

We have had great feedback from you, the parents, how you love reading about what the children tell us 

about their weekends. Sometimes we hear some wonderful stories that do not necessarily ring true, such 

as flying in rockets and going into space but nonetheless it's their confidence that counts and their lovely 

little imaginations. It's also important to remember that during these sessions, it gives us, the teachers, an 
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opportuity to gently correct their use of vocabulary  and slowly slowly more children are eager to share 

their stories with their class. So, here goes... 

 "My had my hair cut. My sat in a red car, not Fireman sam car, just a red one then we went to a 

restaurant. My had chicken and fish" - Samuel 

 "I went to the hairdresser. They cut my hair when my daddy had his hair cut and I watched fireman 

sam on his phone after my trim at the hairdresser. After, I went home" - Benji 

 "I go to the park, mummy and daddy took me. I played on the slide. Yoav came. I had chocolate in 

the park" - Amira 

 "I saw Peppa and George and I saw Zoe zebra. I watched him on the ipad" - Rosie 

 "I went to the park with my mummy, my daddy and my brother. I played with mummy on the 

swings. After the park we went home and I played with my brother" - Talya 

 "I go to the park. Daddy Shmuli had a hair cut. I go to the Auntie's with mummy" - Layla 

 "With mummy. Park, bike, round and round. Bagels at home" - Daniel 

 "Daddy, mummy and Papi. I had some pizza with Papi" - Linor 

 "I went on the toilet. I hurt my knee" - Jude 

 "Mummy, Grandpa saw elephant. It was broken. Small elephant, toy elephant. His feet broke. 

Grandpa fix him" - Asher 

To coincide with the sedra of the week the children decorated room signs, but this time their names are 

written in Hebrew and English! ! We asked the children to use only stickers this time as believe it or not and 

as simple as it sounds, peeling stickers is a great way to get their little pincer grip into action and a good  

     

pincer grip is essential when learning to write using pencils. We explained to the children that all their 

names are originally hebrew names from the Torah (and the rest of Tenach!) and they all have a great 

meaning and that all their names are very special!  

    

They are very excited to bring them home and hang them in their bedrooms!  
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Tuesday:  This week we have started talking about Chanukah with the children. We have started to explain 

about the very important Chanukia and the Chanukia candles. We explained that Chanukah is celebrated 

for 8 days and nights. This is because the Jewish people recaptured the Beis Hamikdash and the first thing  

   

they did was light the golden Menorah. But they only had enough oil to last for one day and new oil would 

take 7 days to prepare! But a miracle (Nes) happened  and instead of burning for one day the Menorah 

stayed lit for eight days! So, today for 'Tasty Tuesday' the children made Chanukah candles out of 

courgette sticks! They had a sliced courgette stick each and had to dip their stick into egg first, then a bowl 

of flour and finally roll them around in the breadcrumbs. What fun! Then once their sticks were cooked 

they dipped one end into yummy tomato ketchup to represent the flame! YUMMY! And you'll be surprised 

maybe to hear but a majority (not all) of the children found them delicious! One to try at home parents!  

   

Wednesday: Show & Tell....First up we had Asher with a 'Spot loves his friends' book "Spot, he's hiding. 

Hippo and monkey and crocodile are too. Cars. Crocodile plays with the cars. Boats are in the water. 

Mummy and daddy bought it" FAB SWEETIE! Next up was Shira Shaina with a hat "It's a hat with a bobble. 

It's pink and white. Grandma bought it from Tesco. I wear it when it's cold" FABULOUS SWEETIE! Then up 

came Daniel with a firetruck "Nee nor (demonstrates buttons and driving it). It's red and the lights. It puts 

out the fire. Fireman (Points at the driver)" GREAT JOB SWEETIE! Then Joel was so cool with his interactive  
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guitar. HE GAVE HIS CLASS THE COOLEST DEMONSTRATION OF HOW TO HOLD IT AND PRESS THE 

BUTTONS AND HOW TO PLAY IT. HE THEN TOLD US "Green 1,2,3 buttons" EXCELLENT SWEETIE! Next 

Olivia had a cute dollies cardigan SHE FIRSTLY DEMONSTRATED HOW TO DO THE BUTTONS UP AND 

TOLD US "baby's. Baby home. Flower and buttons" AMAZING SWEETIE! Next up was Benji with a great 

fluffy animal cushion "It's an elephant. I can sleep on him. He's also a cushion and blue. He has a trunk. 

Mummy and Kiki bought it for the teddy chair. His name is Benji" AWW WHAT A GREAT NAME SWEETIE!  

     

Then up came Yoel with a toy train "train" AND THEN DEMONSTRATED PLAYING WITH THE WHEELS! 

WELL DONE SWEETIE! Then we had Amira show us a rubber duck "I have a duck and it says quack quack 

quack. He floats in the bath. He plays games with me. Yellow with orange beak" FANTASTIC SWEETIE! 

Then Judah showed his class an interactive train A LOVELY DEMONSTRATION OF THE BUTTONS. "Train. 

Mummy got it. Choo Choo" SUCH CONFIDENCE SWEETIE! Next Ariella showed off a baby and toy lamb 

"Baby, headband. No shoes" WELL DONE SWEETIE! Next up was Jack with 'Le chat Botte' book "I show you 

the big man" (flicks through the pages to show his class the man) "Donkey. His name his Ogre, he is a big 

man. He's scary. I don't know why" FANTASTIC SWEETIE! Then up came Yakira with 'where is baby's 

dreidle?' "This is called a dreidel. This is a curtain with flowers and a Menorah. There are candles, pink, 

green, red, blue Chanukah candles. Latkes we eat them" WOW SWEETIE! WELL DONE! Then for the finale  

     

we had Samuel show us a 'Thomas the Tank Engine' book "It's Thomas, he drives tracks. This is Percy, he's 

green. Blue Thomas. Purple. A lottie pop. This Harold the helicopter and Fireman Sam in the lighthouse. 

There is water with fish and a boat. Monkey, tiger, a giraffe, a teddy bear. The wolf is naughty, he is licking 

the monkey" SAM SAM! WHAT AN AMAZING DESCRIPTION OF THE STORY! WELL DONE!  

CHILDREN, WOW! WHAT A GREAT SESSION AND YOU ARE PROVING THAT YOU ARE LEARNING NEW 

WORDS EVERYDAY! AND THOSE SENTENCES YOU ARE MAKING ARE BEING BUILT BEAUTIFULLY! WE ARE 

SO PROUD OF YOU!  
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Thursday: Today, the children worked as part of a team creating a Chanukah poster for their nursery room. 

They all worked beautifully side by side making a chanukiah and decorating it with glitter, sparkly resources 

and tissue paper.  GREAT JOB CHILDREN!  

    

      

 

The children have started to learn a new song at nursery to coincide with Chanukah candles as this is our 

main focus this week... 

One little, two little, three little candles,               Four little, five little, six little candles, 

Seven little, eight little Chanukah candles,           and the Shamash too!  

 

This week's French session introduced a new song, "Trois Petits Chats", which lists a variety of disparate 

objects and people. We heard about the first four today:  

 

Trois Petits Chats 

Chapeau de Paille (straw hat) 

Pallasson (doormat) 

Somnambule (sleepwalker) 

It's nonsense but fun to sing and mime too! There was no further progress with Frere Jacques today, 

following the usual vain attempts to make him stir, we gave him the day off after his partially successful 

exertions of last week!  
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Friday: Shabbos Mummy and Daddy today are: Talya & Jack 

 

 We are delighted to be taking part in the Kids Bake for Tea-cember to support Chana. We will be 

baking cakes on 12 December 17. Please support this charity by donating £1 to help raise money 

and awareness to support Jewish couples struggling with fertility issues. Thank you, the 

TLC@Nishmas Team 

 We have a lovely Bambi blanket that has no name label on it. Can you please let us know to whom 

it belongs to so that we can give it back. We also have a white John Lewis fitted sheet with no 

name label. Thank you   

We hope you all have a lovely Shabbos and weekend! 

The TLC@Nishmas Team 

Tracy, Becky, Paulette, Naomi, Megan, Nikki, Courtney, Kristina, Daniela and Selin  

 

GALLERY EXTRA 
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